01/Future Glitch Drum Kits

Ableton 9, Reason 10 & Logic Pro X: Advanced Drum Kits
Get straight to work with our Advanced Drum Kits for Ableton 9, Reason 10 and Logic Pro X.
Featuring 10 kits with multiple adjustable macros and buttons for our included FX processing
options, the Advanced Drum Kits allow you to start programming raw and futuristic grooves
quickly and easily. Further details below.

Tools

Ableton

Reason

Logic Pro X

Filter







Intensity

Soften your highs or create transition FX with the 12-db per octave
Filter.

Custom Scream4
Add filter drive
Adds SMP-circuit
Distortion patch, set through classic Dial up the intensity with warm distortion.
filter drive
to the Tape mode.
Tube circuit.

Pluck

Filter resonance
and envelope



Adds filter
envelope

Add resonance and filter envelope in one control. Great when
used subtly with the Filter control.

Tune







Globally re-tune your kit on the fly to instantly create a lo-fi or
modern sound.

Spread







Add width and thickness by creating a second detuned voice.
(Ableton only)

Saturate







Add some warmth and bite to your kit with analog-style distortion.

Vinyl







Add width and crunch with vinyl distortion. (Ableton and Reason
only)

Overdrive







Add distortion and drive with our custom overdrive module.

Scoop







Dial in a custom EQ curve to boost the lows and highs, clear away
mud and add impact.

Drum Squash







Custom Pulveriser compression patch to fatten drums and and
add depth. (Reason only)

Delay







Custom Echo patch to add off-kilter techno-inspired delay in an
instant. (Logic Pro X only)

Room







Custom Chroma reverb patch to add room reverb in an instant.
(Logic Pro X only)

Please note: The above racks require Ableton Live 9.7.7 / Reason 10.2 / Logic Pro X 10.4.2 or newer. These racks are
compatible with Ableton Live Standard and Suite editions and forward-compatible with Ableton 10. The Advanced
Drum Kits can be found in the “advanced drum kits” folder. The included FX patches can be found in the DAW specific fx patches folders.

